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3.make sure that the diablouploader is on (appeared when running d2bs w/ pd) 4. select the map (all mod files) in question 5.
press "load now" 6. wait a few minutes 7. let the "diablouploader" run as fast as possible. kill it when the load time is done. 8.
re-run d2bs. you should see all of the files that are loaded. d2bs 1.3.3 does not export the sendpacket() method. without this

method the picking functionality is not as fast as in the later versions. so the manual mode of the new kolbot is picking up
faster than the pickit you can build with the old d2bs 1. if someone is still interested in this topic i can give some hints on how
to build maphack and (slower)pickit for the pd2 launcher. run d2bs with the pd2 launcher for maphack and pickit this is a bit
more complicated. i try to make it short: the old version of d2bs 1.3.3 is working with the pd2 launcher. if you set this up you

have to copy or rewrite the scripts you need to make use of d2bs. i did so and it took some time to got pickit working. but:
d2bs 1.3 does not export the sendpacket() method. without this method the picking functionality is not as fast as in the later

versions. so the manual mode of the new kolbot is picking up faster than the pickit you can build with the old d2bs 1. if
someone is still interested in this topic i can give some hints on how to build maphack and (slower)pickit for the pd2 launcher.
this is a quest mod that makes a whole world, with real characters (and pets) and real intelligent creature ai. this mod makes

the game a lot more real, with real cursed areas. it is much more realistic, there is a real story and a lot more content. this
mod is mod worthy.
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